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LETTER AND RESPONSE FROM UK
ECCLESIASTICAL/HOUSE OF LORDS COMMITTEE
REGARDING PIZZAGATE Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)
09/16/17(Sat)14:35:46No.141773032 ▶
>>141778175 >>141781584 >>141793427
From: Jane Webb [mailto:janewebb33@aol.co.uk] Sent:
09 July 2015 12:25 To: Ecclesiastical Committee Cc:
enquiry@churchofengland.org Subject: ATTN OF: Jake
Vaughan & Katya Simms
Dear Sirs, Madams,
I write to you today in good faith and with the hope you will
not turn a blind eye to what can only be seen as a deeply distressing and blasphemous
decision by a church, now currently at the centre of a scandal which has shaken many
members of the public to their core.
In 1983 Christ Church, Hampstead, opened it's doors and allowed a musical group to
perform there. The name of the group is Psychic TV. Now of course I have no qualms
with a church welcoming musicians and artists into their sphere. However it is the bands
history which is completely at odds with this decision on the part of the church. Locations
included The Hell Fire Club caves 300ft. underground, Christ Church in Hampstead, and
Caxton Hall. I am not sure if you are aware of the associations between Caxton Hall and
Aleister Crowley...
The music recorded there featured a choir boy singing the lyrics of Charles Manson
"always is always", a perverse allusion to death perhaps?
"The telephone line interference gives way to the glorious clarity of a solo choirboy
singing 'Always is Always', a song penned by the murderer of psychedelic innocence:
Charles Manson, and much sung by his adopted family of waifs and strays."
https://www.headheritage.co.uk/unsu
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I have included the following review from one of the groups followers reviews of their
1982 release "First Transmission", which was released one year before Christ Church
allowed the band to perform there.
"First Transmission" is a deeply unsettling compilation video that features several films

made by The Temple ov Psychick Youth.It's about 6 hours long,it has the 'satanic abuse
and murder' on it,a bunch of interviews,some ritual pornography,footage of People's
Temple leader Jim Jones,Psychic TV on BBC2,and truly sick quasi-snuff film called
"Castration Movie"."Psychic TV Vol.1" for example contains "The Ritual ov Psychick
Youth" which documents a brutal and sadistic TOPY initiation ritual.We see a bound man
whipped,drugged,ritualistically mutilated with a knife and smeared with his own
blood.Then he is given a blood enema.This forty minutes long video is truly disturbing as
it's obviously real with no special effects involved.Its sheer power to shock and disturb
resulted in labelling Genesis P.Orridge as a Satanist.On the other hand,"Psychic TV
Vol.2" features incredibly upsetting 'snuff' video "Castration Movie".A disclaimer in which
claims that the following footage is being investigated by the FBI for acts of actual
violence and mutilation,as well as the exploitation of children.The video then begins and
you can kind of tell it was made in the mid maybe late 70's by the clothing and cars.It is
grainy mostly looking like it was shot on a home camera of some sort.
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Two men are apparently making the video,one a doctor of some sort and a cameraman
whom we never see."Castration Movie" documents the two men setting up shop in a
local motel and eventually persuading young boys to come to the motel room where they
have some sort of miniature steel rod inserted in their arms.This rod apparently acts like
a conductor of some sort to which they can then apply live wires to,to achieve some sort
of electrical induced orgasm.The video then cuts for about 20 minutes of clipped footage
of these boys using the new implants in different locations.Finally one of them in the
motel room uses it too much and dies.The doctor freaks out,starts waving his hands
around for the camera to cut which it does.The next scene is the doctor driving and the
cameraman filming the road,and they apparently are splitting town crossing the Mexican
border.Finally it shows them setting up shop in a Mexican hotel then it cuts to graphic
scene of a young boy surgically castrated.Personally I don't know what to think about this
extremely disturbing video.It appears to be real,but I strongly believe that some parts of it
are cleverly simulated.On "Psychic TV Vol.2" there is also a propaganda documentary
"Disaptches" about the rise of Satanism in UK.It claims that Psychic TV's "First
Transmission" tape was a Satanic ritual and TOPY was responsible for murdering
children."
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Could someone from the Ecclasteical committee or indeed the church of England please
tell me why Christ Church, Hampstead (which is now at the centre of allegations
involving sadism, murder and paedophilia) allowed this group to perform on their
premises? I must confess I am incredibly distressed to come across these facts, after

many hours of research. It is certainly not commonly known knowledge.
I am sure, as men and women of God, you will be as outraged as me and understand
such sinister happenings give more than credence to the children's allegations regarding
insidious and wicked activities going on in this church.
Yours in faith,
Jane Webb
Dear Ms Webb
I am writing in reply to your e-mail of 9 July to the Ecclesiastical Committee.
The appointment of the Committee’s membership in the new Parliament has not yet been
completed, and the Committee has not yet met in the current Parliament.
Even when the membership is completed, under the Church of England Assembly
(Powers) Act 1919 the Committee has very limited terms of reference, which are to
consider each measure (proposal for legislation) submitted to Parliament by the Church’s
General Synod, and to report to Parliament “stating the nature and legal effect of the
measure and its views as to the expediency thereof”. I regret that the Committee would
therefore be unable to assist in this matter.
I see that you have cc’d your e-mail to the Church of England and I hope that they will be
able to assist you. In addition, I understand that the general e-mail contact for the
Archbishop of Canterbury at Lambeth Palace is contact@lambethpalace.org.uk.
You may also be aware of the recently established Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual
Abuse led by Hon. Lowell Goddard. The inquiry’s website is here: https://www.csainquiry.independent
Yours sincerely
Jake Vaughan House of Lords Secretary to the Ecclesiastical Committee
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fk6 [Embed]
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBS [Embed]
this video has been banned in england
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZo [Embed]
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tldr me
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>>141773972
https://vid.me/1223344556677888
Videos about Case
CASE FILE: MASONIC GESTURES/LEWD CONDUCT IN CSA INTERVIEW BY
INTERVIEWING OFFICER
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2n [Embed]
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CAFCASS TAVISTOCK CORAM - ILLEGAL?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0eI [Embed]
Christ Church Hampstead PROOF OF SADISM, PAEDOPHILIA AND SNUFF
CONNECTED TO CHRIST CHURCH HAMPSTEAD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yg5 [Embed]

Belinda McKenzie MI5 Epic Fail
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5D [Embed]
Lord Janner, Hampstead, Arms Dealers, Zionism & Barbara Kahan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlv [Embed]
Father of Christ Church Children is a social media advocate for Lord Janner and says his
children spent many "happy years" at Christ Church... Top UK journalist/criminologist
blocks him on account of his followers molestation views and connections to McCann
case
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfj [Embed]
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Trump On Clinton
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Sm [Embed]
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"Clinton: #Pizzagate cost me the election", tweets Julian Assange
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2130955
tweet seems to have been coordinated with the latest leaks on 4chan regarding
pizzagate
19:12 of this video Donald Trump references Clinton Pizzagate
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hXe [Embed]
He directly mentions her stealing children from Haiti :o https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=4Sm [Embed]
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OK guys this is very important and will take down the evil ones.

At the end of this video, it talks about one of the fans of the Hampstead cults artwork
being a psychologist...
This is important, she worked with the Mohawk children of Canada...
They were put under MKUltra... The Queen visited them there...
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2077806
Google's involvement in the Pizzagate/Hampstead Situation MKULTRA schools
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/2077806

Abe The Handler Laughing https://vid.me/4Lae
The children who discussed heinous abuse, were under the impression babies were
killed but what if this was part of the MKultra apparatus to terrify them into submission?
Crowley Christ Church Choir Boys Singing Manson Lyrics
https://vid.me/2o8P
Christ Church Hampstead Promoting Evil?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vxE [Embed]
Why the hell would the church of England, allow people singing out Manson to record in
their premises, as well as The Hellfire Caves (connected to Crowley)
Let's think about this for a moment...
Why does the school have an upside down cross?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2JS [Embed]

Why does Chelsea Clinton wear an upside down cross?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=psk [Embed]
OK, now consider this...
A very well respected Journalist in the UK actually blocked a parent of children who
attended Hampstead on account of him and his followers views on child abuse...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfj [Embed]
What's weirder still, is that the very same trolls involved with Hampstead, are also
involved with The McCann case and The Holie Grieg Case.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfj [Embed]
The School erasing teachers from their records when the scandal broke
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBP [Embed]

Ricky Dearman erasing records of his connection to 88-90 Hatton Gardens, which was a
few months later robbed, the men involved said they had previously found child porn
photos of a tory MP
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMx [Embed]
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G-guys?!
I'm scared
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Also I retesting stuff btw
Don't forget to arbcive and download it all guys
Brides they shut it down eventually like always
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Too important to be slid
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fug
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From: Jane Webb [mailto:janewebb33@aol.co.uk] Sent: 14 July 2015 11:38 To:
Correspondence Cc: jeremy@jeremywright.org.uk; jeremy@jeremywright.org.uk Subject:
URGENT: Child Abuse

Dear Rt Hon Jeremy Wright QC MP,
I hope this email finds you well.
I write to you directly today in good faith and also because time is truly of the essence in
this case, which threatens to send two young children back to their allegedly abusive
father on the 23rd of July unless action is taken quickly.
I have been recommended to contact you via my communications with members of The
House Of Lords, whom share my horror and astoundment at the attitude of The JCIO
with whom I launched complaint, I quote one member: "It is astounding that this JCIO did
not uphold your complaint, apparently on the basis that judges are free to say whatever
they like."
Below I have included my complaint to the JCIO, I have further attached this as a PDF as
well as the response from the JCIO, which is highly alarming.
Thank you very much for your time.
Best wishes,
Jane Webb
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Dear Judicial Conduct Investigations Office,
As you are most likely aware, there is a huge public backlash currently underway
regarding comments made by one Justice Pauffley of the family courts division,
regarding special allowances being made for immigrants when it comes to issues of child
abuse (as considered under English Law.)
Phillip Hollobone MP on Pauffley: “I really do wonder sometimes whether judges in our
senior courts have adequate training for some of the cases that come before them.”
Alan Wood, a former president of the Association of Directors of Children’s Services, ‘It
seems a very unusual comment by the judge and I’d be surprised if the matter isn’t
looked into at the Ministry of Justice.’
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“A press spokesman for the Judicial Communications Office said it was not yet looking
into the matter but would do if it received formal complaints.” Source:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/ukn
I wish to bring your attention to this publicly released court document, in which Justice
Pauffley states bestiality and incest are "normal childhood behaviours".
https://www.judiciary.gov.uk/wp-con
In order to contest this point, I wish to bring your attention to paragraph 100 from the
judgement:
As for the very first indication of sexual abuse. Mr Christie's account to Mr Yahaouri is
both extraordinary and significant. To entertain suspicions about Mr Dearman from the
tone of his voice over a Skype call defies reason. Moreover senseless assumptions
would seem to have been made by Mr Christie and the mother if, in fact, the children had
touched the dog and were "touching each other." To believe that children who
demonstrate curiosity about and touch their own, the dog's and their siblings genital
areas must have, or probably have, been sexually abused is plainly ridiculous. It shows
alarming ignorance about normal childhood behaviours or, as is likely here, wilful
determination to distort innocent activities into something sinister and depraved.
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I wish to further bring to your attention the following pieces of academic and
governmental literature highlighting the grave mistake in Justice Pauffley's assumptions.
Sibling Sexual Abuse — Uncovering the Secret By Margaret Ballantine, PhD, MSW,
LCSW-R, and Lynne Soine, DSW, MSW, LMSW Sibling sexual abuse has been
dismissed as “child’s play” in many cases and/or as a normal aspect of sexual
development. More recent research has documented the traumatic, long-lasting, and
damaging effects of sibling incest (Carlson, Maciol, & Schneider, 2006; Weihe, 1997).
http://www.socialworktoday.com/arch
National Criminal Justice Reference Service One form of cruelty to animals that has
received scant attention in the literature is the sexual abuse of animals, or bestiality.
Bestiality may range from touching or fondling the genitals of animals to sexual
intercourse and violent sexual abuse. https://www.ncjrs.gov/html/ojjdp/jj
Further research on this matter serves to highlight naivety on the part of Justice Pauffley
or wilful determination to normalise to the abnormal. Which academics in the fields of
psychology and social work as well as international governmental bodies, would abhor.
I do hope you will not take lightly the grave seriousness of this matter, regarding children

whom a respected and inured paediatrician has confirmed were sexually abused and
suffering from post traumatic stress disorder.
Curiously, the father mentioned in the above court document who has received nonmolestation orders for violence against the children's mother (which occurred in front of
the children) was given increased access to the children. The father's violent history was
not once mentioned by Justice Pauffley. I am compelled to ask why?
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Dr Hodes, who's report on Baby P was scandalously not disclosed (please see media
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/
The experienced and respected paediatrician Dr Hodes is quoted as saying: "Despite the
confusing picture we must take the children's allegations very seriously"
She further confirmed the children's scarring was related to sexual abuse and pointed to
the high incidence in which children's retractions were falsified, whether under duress or
through what can only be deemed to be the result of a psychological trauma bond to their
abuser - especially in instances where the abuser is a family friend or family member.
Furthermore, both children's detailed descriptions of distinguishing marks on intimate
areas of their alleged abusers bodies, were never investigated nor considered by Justice
Pauffley in court. One would think accusations of such gravity would merit escalation to a
criminal court, wherein they might be thoroughly proven or disproven in the presence of a
public jury.
I do hope you will have the opportunity to examine this situation more deeply, as I feel a
great injustice has committed, to both the Mother in this case and her two children.
Thank you for your time in reading about this most pertinent issue, in light of the current
media backlash.
Yours faithfully,
Jane Webb
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Dear RT Hon BLANK,
Thank you for your timely response and your consideration.
Please find attached the JCIO response, my original email as well as my amended email
which quotes governmental and academic literature.
Thank you again.
Best wishes,
Jane Webb
Dear Ms Webb
Thank you for letting me see the full correspondence. It is astounding that this JCIO did
not uphold your complaint, apparently on the basis that judges are free to say whatever
they like.
There is no point going to the Adjudicator in my view as he cannot rule on the
admissibility of the original compliant. The only route you could try is either the Attorney
General or the Lord Chancellor, Michael Gove. You would need to go to your local MP to
see if s/he will put in a complaint to the elected politicians on your behalf.
I am sorry I cannot be more helpful.
Kind regards,
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From: Jane Webb [mailto:janewebb33@aol.co.uk] Sent: 11 June 2015 16:52 To: Ian
Drury Subject: "Justice" Pauffley URGENT
Dear Sir,
Thank you for your exceptional article regarding one Justice Pauffley of the High Court.
I wish to bring your attention to this publicly released court document, in which she states
bestiality is a "normal childhood beavhiour", this goes beyond jumping the shark and is
utterly perverse. https://www.judiciary.gov.uk/wp-con
This whole situation has been nothing more than a complete whitewash, containing
levels of police "negligence" which is both heartbreaking and astounding.

The situation is outlined quite clearly on this newly constructed forum:
http://grandjury.freeforums.net/
Curiously, the father who has received more than one non-molestation order for violence
against the children's mother was given increased access to the children. The father's
violent history was not once mentioned by "Justice" Pauffley. It truly boggles the mind...
Dr Hodes, who's report on Baby P was manipulated (please see media articles)
confirmed that the children had been sexually abused, a fact which was mocked by
"Justice" Pauffley as causing her "bemusement".
"Despite the confusing picture we must take the children's allegations very seriously" Dr.
Hodes
I do hope you will have the opportunity to examine this situation more deeply, now that
you are aware of the insanity behind this bewildering woman.
With kind regards,
Miss Webb
Hi Jane,
Thank you for this. It’s absolutely scandalous - I’ll chase it up.
Best
Ian
Ian Drury Home Affairs Correspondent
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On 11/06/15 21:36, Jane Webb wrote: Dear Sir/Madam,
Regarding your recent article on one Justice Pauffley. http://www.nspcc.org.uk/fighting-fo
I wish to bring your attention to this publicly released court document, in which she states
bestiality is a "normal childhood beavhiour", how utterly perverse.
https://www.judiciary.gov.uk/wp-con
This whole situation has been nothing more than a complete whitewash, containing
levels of police "negligence" which is both heartbreaking and astounding.
Curiously, the father who has received more than one non-molestation order for violence

against the children's mother was given increased access to the children. The father's
violent history was not once mentioned by "Justice" Pauffley. It truly boggles the mind...
Dr Hodes, who's report on Baby P was manipulated (please see media articles)
confirmed that the children had been sexually abused, a fact which was mocked by
"Justice" Pauffley as causing her "bemusement".
"Despite the confusing picture we must take the children's allegations very seriously" Dr.
Hodes
I do hope you will have the opportunity to examine this situation more deeply.
With kind regards,
Miss Webb
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NSPCC Reference: 1389200 Dear Miss Webb, Thank you for your email that we
received on the 11.06.15. I apologise for the time taken to reply, we have been very busy.
The NSPCC is a referral agency and it is our role to report child protection concerns to
external agencies such as the Police and Children’s Services. Unfortunately, we do not
have the capacity to comment on individual cases that have already been reported and
taken to court. I’m sorry we cannot assist you any further with the matter.
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File: IMG_0180.jpg (8 KB, 236x219)
what is going on in this thread
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Back in 10
keep thread alive please
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With pleasure......
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File: 1489531304204.jpg (2.09 MB, 2550x3300)
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Bump
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Yo
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babies skulls round his neck, hidden rooms.
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Bump
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OP is a mentally ill troll who constantly spams Voat pizzagate subverse. He is trying to
avoid his shitpost being deleted from Voat by pasting it here and then posting the link to
this post on Voat.
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Bump
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Wtf is this
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You will need a tl;dr.
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http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-new
"Falsely"
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https://archive.is/wyoyv
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Lord Janner, Hampstead, Arms Dealers, Zionism & Barbara Kahan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wlv [Embed]
Ricky Dearman Straight From The Horses Mouth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7PY [Embed]
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File: Illuminati Plan.jpg (823 KB, 3570x1680)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHo [Embed]
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gj7 [Embed]
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Looks like ops out
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No I'm all in
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j0x [Embed]
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inverted cross is not a satanic symbol, it's the cross of St. Pierre
who was crucified upside down.
fucking retard.
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>>141784186
Ferme la bouche paysan.
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SZQ [Embed] PEW
Give up the darkness
Step into Light.
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>calls me peasant
>LARP as a "concerned christian" on /pol/ with retarded superficial youtube videos and
obvious lack of knowledge of typical christian theology or even indo-european primordial
myths
The Exorcist wasn't a documentary bro.
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This is really it.
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God is no joke.
https://vid.me/ZBIYT
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wtf I'm not gonna read all this bullshit but psychic tv is literally an art colective you fucking
retard.
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then open a book faggot, you get your theology classes from edgy 50's and onward
american movies.
You sanctimonious LARPers are really obnoxious because you often don't know shit
about the subject you're jerking off about.
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>>141786134
God is an art collective and you aren't invited.
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Got to be In It
To Win It
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er6 [Embed]

>>

Anonymous (ID: re+sR3jr)

09/16/17(Sat)16:50:32 No.141787295▶

Bump
Day of the rope now please

>>

Anonymous (ID: OJXMsyYN) 09/16/17(Sat)16:51:22 No.141787388▶
>>141787673
>>141774122
autistic ramblings of a madman

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)16:51:39 No.141787412▶

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FIN [Embed]

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)16:54:04 No.141787673▶

>>141787388

The True Prophesy of Kek
https://voat.co/v/Kek/2022325/99818

>>

Anonymous (ID: re+sR3jr)

09/16/17(Sat)16:57:20 No.141788000▶

>>141788303 >>141788454
>141774122
>141781584
TL;DR
Hampstead, UK is home to a massive Luciferian cult of pedophiles who murder and
cannibalize children. Imagine the movie "Hot Fuzz" except the cult members are baby
raping cannibals.
J/k, these silly kids (https://youtu.be/N7_epvNbaPQ) [Embed] and their wild
imaginations :^)

>>

Anonymous (ID: re+sR3jr)

09/16/17(Sat)17:00:13 No.141788303▶

>>141788000
Kek confirms truth, shadilay!

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:01:45 No.141788454▶

>>141788000
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfj [Embed]
Amon Ra
Elohim
Vista Ver Vida sein

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:01:56 No.141788483▶
>>141788890
>>141786712
Hi I haven't finished reading your thread but I have some questions I would like to ask.
In a previous thread you (or someone else) posted a link that was a contract for a movie
called Heaven is Real. Was that actually because of the painting called Prince of Peace
was recognized by the boy from the movie?
I have more questions too I don't want to make the post to long.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:03:53 No.141788699▶

File: jokes on you gentlemen.jpg (8 KB, 210x230)

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:05:41 No.141788890▶

>>141789313
>>141788483
Yes The Fox King
Bald as an eagle
Who can Transform Golgotha into a Phoenix with his gnosis, his nous.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:07:45 No.141789118▶

>>141789610
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iG_ [Embed]

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:09:31 No.141789313▶
>>141789609
>>141788890
You but your name as Lucifer but Lucifer is actually Apollo who kills the snake. The devil
of the devil who kills the devil right? Also do you think there is any connection between
Jack Parsons and Charles Taze Russell?

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:10:27 No.141789412▶

Nous sommes arrivées au paradis

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:12:13 No.141789609▶

>>141790173
File: ApolloFiresBow.jpg (63 KB, 512x347)
>>141789313
The Hebrew word, torah ( )תורה, is derived from a root that was
used in the realm of archery, yareh ( )ירה. Yareh means to shoot
an arrow in order to hit a mark.
>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:12:14 No.141789610▶
>>141789962
>>141789118
I would also like to know what do you think of the idea that the Earth is actually a flat disc
with a domed firmament. I would like to know more about it.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)
>>141790632 >>141791684

09/16/17(Sat)17:15:21 No.141789962▶

File: fibonacci.png (52 KB, 1650x1275)
>>141789610
The Geometries Of Quantum Time
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KHk[Embed]
Unlocking Pizzagate and Flat Earth with Cicada3301
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Er6 [Embed]
>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:17:15 No.141790173▶
>>141791133
>>141789609
Little Caesars Pizza where you can get a pizza for $%. Julius Caesar was the first
Caesar. He shares the same initials as someone else right? It wasn't at all about saying
Trump was but that he knew something about it or was trying to send a signal to
someone?

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:21:26 No.141790632▶
>>141789962
If there were no nukes then what was the Cuban Missile Crisis about? Why was Kennedy
assassinate but Castro lived to be 90? Why weren't planes provide for the Bay of Pigs?
Why is Cuba, a seemingly unimportant country one of the only three without a Rothschild
bank?

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:26:17 No.141791133▶

>>141790173
Julias Caesar was of A- Blood
Cleopatra was of B- Blood
Caesarion was of AB-, the first of it's kind, perhaps.

Now we know Caesarion, by Plutarch's estimations, was known as the quite provocative
title King of Kings.

As well as this, we find he also was known as "Chosen by Ptah"
Ptah being the God of Architects and Craftsmen.
It is a delightful thing, we should also find, Tekton as having been mistranslated as
carpenter, when all along, it meant architect.
And from this what do we learn?
Always be sure to show kindness to strangers, for men, having done so... Have
entertained angels, no less.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:27:49 No.141791297▶

Unlocking The Pizzagate
https://vid.me/Zx5iT

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:29:58 No.141791540▶

>>141792001
While I did all this.
And I did it for you
It was but a dream, God saw me through

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:31:21 No.141791684▶
>>141792473
File: Himmelserscheinung_über_N(...).jpg (389 KB, 800x900)

>>141789962
The other day I heard someone say (jokingly or not) that not just
dragons but dinosaurs are also a myth. What if the dragon is real
and the dinosaurs are actually something else misinterpreted?
I don't understand the significance of the first person in the family
to change the name from Bauer to Rothschild being Izaak Elchanan
Rothschild?
What do you think of the idea that light is sound and sound is light and that ultimately
everything is God singing everything into existence?
Maybe pic related is what the spaceships actually look right not saucers/discs/triangles.
Also sorry about some of the typos and thank you for answering my questions.
>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:34:28 No.141792001▶
>>141792538 >>141793176
>>141791540
Can you guess what color my eyes are? I think yours are brown but maybe I am just
confusing you with someone else. Also are you sure your middle name doesn't begin
with an "A"? I need to know if I am delusional or not please don't deny me.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:38:56 No.141792473▶

>>141791684

First of all, we must defer to Betrand Russell, for confirmation on whether unicorns exist.
Given that he teaches us Thales is first...
Then I should imagine, we should take his proposition unicorns are real, quite seriously.
The Significance is in allegiance of course.
Light and Sound?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8U [Embed]
You can do a related experiment (tribol- haha - actually meaning friction... )
Triboluminescence - with a roll of sellotape in a dark room, the friction causes light to be
released, little known fact which inevitably enchants one towards the highest path,

physics and mathematics.
I will look at the pic. Don't worry about typos, I make many. As for grammar, I can't even
work out which country I am from, how am I supposed to cope with parsing?

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:39:28 No.141792538▶

>>141793435
>>141792001
My eyes are grey.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:46:02 No.141793176▶

>>141792001
Are your eyes whisped with amber?

>>

Anonymous (ID: tj7/aMY3) 09/16/17(Sat)17:48:08 No.141793427▶
>>141773032 (OP)
Obvious BS when they bring up Manson. Manson has nothing to do with satanism and is
actually redpilled. This is just some larpers

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:48:11 No.141793435▶
>>141793622
>>141792538
OK i don't think I have ever meet anyone with grey eyes although I usually avoid eye
contact.
What do you think of the movie 2010: The Year We Make Contact? I say it yesterday and
thought it was really good. Especially the ending.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:49:55 No.141793622▶

>>141794214
>>141793435
I don't really watch films or participate in the world.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:53:33 No.141794007▶

If I'm honest...
I don't believe in it.

>>

Anonymous (ID: nXN6xosm) 09/16/17(Sat)17:55:20 No.141794193▶
>>141794338
>>141778834
>Dr Hodes, who's report on Baby P was scandalously not disclosed (please see media
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/england/
Whoooooooaaa I remember that Baby P shit. They never said he was sexually abused,
but I guess I can't be surprised given what we now know...

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)17:55:34 No.141794214▶
>>141793622
What does whispered with amber mean? Also why do they teach in genetics that (I think
they say) 95-97% of genes don't do anything and that only the ones that code for
proteins do that can't possibly be true right?

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)17:56:59 No.141794338▶

>>141795329
>>141794193
At the moment, I don't want to discuss it further.

I would rather just put the information out.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:00:48 No.141794690▶

Plato and the Virtue of Courage

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:02:44 No.141794903▶

>>141795896
I need never see the horrors of man again.

>>

Anonymous (ID: 0d7lzfC8) 09/16/17(Sat)18:04:30 No.141795084▶
>>141773972
FUGGG

>>

Anonymous (ID: nXN6xosm) 09/16/17(Sat)18:06:40 No.141795329▶
>>141795962
>>141794338
Well the link to the article is broken, care to repost it?

>>

Anonymous (ID: 0d7lzfC8) 09/16/17(Sat)18:06:50 No.141795344▶
File: ressant2.gif (420 KB, 800x800)
>>141773972
DOUBLE REPLY BUMP

>>

Anonymous (ID: abFufdvc) 09/16/17(Sat)18:10:24 No.141795717▶
Those posts sure rustled my spinal tingles and its not even Halloween yet. Bump for
great OP.

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)18:12:11 No.141795896▶
>>141794903
So you are optimistic about the future you mean? It seems impossible to ever get a clear
picture of any of this and I am still so confused yet you seem to understand what is going
on.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:12:45 No.141795962▶

>>141796829
>>141795329
https://vid.me/1223344556677888
CASE FILE- POLICE INTERFERENCE WITH WITNESS A
https://vid.me/y88c
OFSTED and their curious relationship to Christ Church Primary School
https://vid.me/iGQ5
Criminologist deciphers Hampstead Christ Church Father's Proclivities
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfj [Embed]

Hacker Annihilates Christ Church Hampstead Part I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bfj [Embed]

Hacker Annihilates MIF Part I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5D [Embed]
Hacker Annihilates CIAh
ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roli [Embed]

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:17:31 No.141796480▶

Hacker Annihilates NASA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cHo [Embed]

Hacker Annihilates Russell Brand
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5oi [Embed]
Hacker Annihilates David Icke
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYg [Embed]
Hacker Annihilates Alex Jones
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TcR [Embed]

>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)18:21:09 No.141796829▶
>>141797439
>>141795962
Can you tell me who the woman with the tail in this video represents? The skull I think is
Golgotha the bald eagle the fox king. I just don't know who the woman is?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksz [Embed]

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:26:49 No.141797439▶

File: Ishtar means Irrigate.jpg (2.51 MB, 2630x2626)
>>141796829
>
>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:29:59 No.141797796▶

File: Aquarius.jpg (31 KB, 320x356)

Tzion is a dry place, not a place where people die of thirst but
rather, where the ocean has given up all of her secrets.
>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:47:54 No.141799664▶

Thank you very much for your email. This is an auto-reply to confirm your email has been
received.
For Non-Constituents (those who do not reside in Surrey Heath): If you are not a
constituent of Surrey Heath, and are writing to me in my capacity as Lord Chancellor,
Secretary of State for Justice, then please forward your email to the Ministry of Justice general.queries@justice.gsi.gov.uk - as I am unable to respond to non-constituents from
my parliamentary email address.
If you are a Constituent of Surrey Heath, and would like me to take up a matter on your
behalf, I will need your full name, full postal address, phone number, a short summary of
the issue, and a very clear request of what you would like me to do. If these details were
not already included in your email, please re-send your email to me, including this
information (as my office is unable to deal with any correspondence without these
details).
Thank you for taking the time to contact me.
With every good wish,
Michael
The Rt. Hon Michael Gove MP
Member of Parliament for Surrey Heath
Lord Chancellor, Secretary of State for Justice

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:48:35 No.141799746▶

Dear Ms. Webb, Lord Listowel has asked me to thank you for writing to him and to let
you know he has noted the contents of your email.
With all good wishes,
Maggie Stevenson| P.A. to the Earl of Listowel|

House of Lords|Tel: 020 7219 3156|Mob: 07813 170 933
E: maggiestevenson@parliament.uk

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:49:24 No.141799817▶

Dear Ms Webb
Thank you for sending me a copy of your email to the JCIO. I am not sure if you have
had a response but if so, or when you do, please feel free to forward to me and I will
consider it.
Best wishes,
Beverley
Rt Hon Baroness Hughes of Stretford
House of Lords
London
SW1A 0PW

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:51:27 No.141800036▶

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G6L [Embed]

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:53:28 No.141800248▶

Thank you for your email which has been received by the House of Lords Attendants
Office.
This email address is strictly for contacting individual Members of the House of Lords and
emails for individual Members will be forwarded. However, the address cannot be used
for bulk mail shots or to forward one message to multiple Members. Any identical
messages sent to more than six Members of the House of Lords will be deleted.
For Information about Lords membership, work, role and function please email
Freedom of Information requests to the House of Lords should be sent to
hlinfo@parliament.uk
Any sales promotions, advertisements or duplicate lobbying emails will be deleted.

UK Parliament Disclaimer: This e-mail is confidential to the intended recipient. If you
have received it in error, please notify the sender and delete it from your system. Any
unauthorised use, disclosure, or copying is not permitted. This e-mail has been checked
for viruses, but no liability is accepted for any damage caused by any virus transmitted by
this e-mail.

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:54:50 No.141800377▶

-----Original Message----From: HUGHES, Beverley <HUGHESB@parliament.uk>
To: 'Jane Webb' <janewebb33@aol.co.uk>
Sent: Mon, 13 Jul 2015 17:39
Subject: RE: Child Abuse
Dear Ms Webb
Thank you for letting me see the full correspondence. It is astounding that this JCIO did
not uphold your complaint, apparently on the basis that judges are free to say whatever
they like.
There is no point going to the Adjudicator in my view as he cannot rule on the
admissibility of the original compliant. The only route you could try is either the Attorney
General or the Lord Chancellor, Michael Gove. You would need to go to your local MP to
see if s/he will put in a complaint to the elected politicians on your behalf.
I am sorry I cannot be more helpful.
Kind regards,
Beverley
Rt Hon Baroness Hughes of Stretford
House of Lords
London
SW1A 0PW

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)18:58:18 No.141800757▶

>>141800941 >>141801764
Alex has annotated your FOI
request. Follow this link to see what they wrote.

https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/requ
-- the WhatDoTheyKnow team
Alex left an annotation (11 August 2015)
This is a strange response. The school workforce census is collected from schools and
contains information about the qualifications of all teachers.
Full details of the school workforce census can be found at
https://www.gov.uk/government/colle
______________
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBP [Embed]

>>

Lucifer (ID: BkMvPI80)

09/16/17(Sat)19:00:00 No.141800941▶

File: Fuck You Thrice.gif (2.94 MB, 375x215)
>>141800757
>>

Anonymous (ID: 3twiSJ3W)

09/16/17(Sat)19:02:31 No.141801218▶

File: omufo.jpg (40 KB, 650x777)
This thread is possessed
>>

Anonymous (ID: 8U+l6OhV) 09/16/17(Sat)19:07:54 No.141801764▶
>>141800757
Thank you for answering my questions. There are so many lies everywhere that it seems
impossible to find the truth which I seem to think is singular and knowable, and I am sure
I still have many lies put into my head. It is hard to know what is real and what is

imaginary sometimes but it will work out in the end I think. If to sin means to miss the
mark then I am constantly missing the mark and will just have to try not to focus so
obsessively on the missed strikes.
My brain is on fire again and every molecule is singing (screaming?) so I will be leaving
now but will make sure to check the archive and read through the rest of the thread later.
It was very nice talking to you and hopefully we can again soon. Bye
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